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Abstract—Boat is one of the most popular vehicles for local
people and tourists to travel in Bangkok, Thailand, since there is
no traffic jam. Without accurate arrival time, however, boat
becomes an inconvenient transportation since the waiting time
can be varied from 10 minutes to an hour. In this paper, we
propose a novel boat arrival time prediction system by using
passengers' mobile phones. The system can work without
installing any infrastructure on boat or pier. It does not require
cooperation with any boat company. This would make the system
almost costless and easy to implement. Moreover, the system does
not require any manual input from the passenger, so this means
it can automatically predict the arrival time. We take advantages
of the boat environment and design the system to use only
energy-efficient sensors, including Wi-Fi, accelerometer, and
microphone. No energy hungry sensor such as GPS is used. The
system has been tested with one of the most crowded boat transit,
Chao Phraya Express Boat, in Bangkok, Thailand.
The result shows that our system can predict boat arrival time
accurately. Specifically, the prediction error is less than one
minute per pier.
Keywords—boat; transit; arrival time prediction; mobile phone;
energy-efficient sensor;

I.

INTRODUCTION

Bangkok, the capital city of Thailand, is one of the most
traffic jam city in the world. With an increasing of million cars
every year [1] and ineffective responses to the congestion, such
as building new roads and widening existing roads, make the
traffic worsen every year. People start to adapt themselves with
the bad traffic by using alternative transportations, such as boat
or train. Boat, the traditional transportation that has been used
for decades, comes with a good traffic, and surprisingly
provides more reliable travel time than the bus.
The most massive used boat in Bangkok, Chao Phraya
Express Boat, has 35,000 - 40,000 passengers per day [2]. It
has 62 boats in their fleet with 34 piers to support people all
around the city, and cover distance of 32 kilometers. This make
boat undoubtedly becomes one of the most important
transportations in Bangkok.
Yet boat still has the problem discouraging people from
using that is the unknown arrival time. The arrival time of the
boat, such as Chao Phraya Express Boat, can be varied from 10

minutes to one hour in the worst case. Though boat company
has also provided a fixed timetable at every pier and on
its website but the given information allow a passenger to
know only a period of time, not the exact time. For example,
orange flag boat on the weekend will come every 20
minutes. Another option that the passenger has is Google
Maps, which also provide the same information, that is every
20 minutes. This information is good to know but it is not
practical, and unreliable. Since there are many factors that
can effect the arrival time of the boat such as river condition,
weather condition, number of passengers, boat drivers who
never follow the time table, accident, or traffic that occurs
sometimes. The accurate boat arrival time will not only provide
satisfactory of the boat passenger but also encourage people to
choose boat instead of bus. To implement such a system,
normally the cost is relatively high for both installation cost
and maintenance cost, and the cooperation with the boat
company is needed. Hence, we propose a boat arrival time
prediction system that is cheap and does not require the
cooperation from the boat company.
Our boat arrival time prediction system uses passengers’
mobile phones. Other prediction systems that need human
input are easy to implement but hard to maintain. To encourage
people to keep updates their boat's location and status is
difficult. Moreover, manual input by human can sometimes
lead to human error and fraud. To avoid these problems, our
proposed system can work automatically without user effort by
using the available sensors in passengers’ mobile phones. Still
there is a drawback of an autonomous system that it needs to
active some sensors all the time to keep detecting. To
overcome battery drain problem, battery hunger sensor, GPS, is
not used in our proposed system. Instead, the energy-efficient
localization sensors are chosen to replace the GPS. Energyefficient localization technique has been proven that it works
well with the predictable path and consumes less power than
GPS [3]. This is suitable with boat’s characteristic since the
river is not complicated comparing to road. In summary, the
sensors that are used in our proposed system to predict the boat
arrival time are microphone, accelerometer, and Wi-Fi.
Our system utilizes the mobile phone’s sensors to capture
the necessary information from the passenger's environment,
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and then try to predict the arrival time of the boat. Before the
system can predict the arrival time, it must completes the
following detections: (1) On-Boat Detection: the system can
determine whether user is on the boat or not. After the system
knows that user is on the boat, other detections will start. (2)
Boat-Stop Detection: the system can detect which pier the boat
stops and collects a sequence of those piers. The sequence of
the piers will be used for other detections. So if the boat-stop
detection is not accurate, it will affect other detections’
accuracy as well. (3) Boat-Direction Detection: in case that the
boat service has more than one direction. The system must be
able to detect the direction of the boat such as forward or
backward. Without the direction of the boat, the boat arrival
time cannot be predicted. (4) Boat Classification: boat may
have more than one route so the system should be able to
differentiate which route the user is on. Finally, our system will
use all the detected information to predict the boat arrival time.
Our proposed system has been implemented and tested on
Android mobile phones. In our experiment, we have used data
collected from Chao Phraya Express Boat, the most used boat
transit in Thailand. Figure 1 illustrates boat and map of Chao
Phraya Express Boat.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In section II,
we summarize related work, including arrival time prediction
and energy-efficient localization technique. Then, in section
III, how our system works is explained in detail. In section IV,
performance evaluation is shown. Finally, section V concludes
our paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

Transit arrival time prediction on bus or train system is very
closed to our work. We studied them and tried to apply
the methodology that works with bus or train to our boat arrival
time prediction system. However, some characteristic of boat,
bus, and also train are different so we have to adapt and
innovate new methods.
Easy Tracker [4] is a real-time bus tracking using GPS
in mobile phone. The mobile phone is required to be installed
in each bus. The system not only can predict the arrival time
but also can detect the bus stop automatically. Although the
result is good, the system needs mobile phone to be installed in
every bus.
Cooperative Transit Tracking using Smart-phone [5] is a
crowd-sourced real-time tracking. It can track both bus and
train by using GPS, Wi-Fi, and accelerometer combined with

Fig. 1. Boat and map of Chao Phraya Express Boat

Hidden Markov model. The system is tested with the
simulated Chicago transit network. Battery usage from the GPS
enabled is still high, even the system tried to limit the GPS
usage.
Real-time trip information service for a large taxi fleet [6]
demonstrates the system that can provide expected fare and
trip duration for each ride that the passenger is going to take.
The system needs a huge amount of historical data to be able
to accomplish the goals.
Tiramisu [7] focuses on crowdsourcing to get the
information about bus location, predicts the arrival time, and
also reports problems. However, users have to manually fill all
the information.
How Long To Wait [8] is a bus arrival time prediction with
energy efficient localization. It uses cell-tower sequence to find
the bus location and classify bus route. The system detects the
user being on bus by using sound of RFID reader and
differentiates bus and train with accelerometer. The
performance is very good and battery consumption is low. Still
the system is for bus, not for boat.
In term of energy-efficient localization, there are many
works that already tackle this topic and come up with a good
result. GAC [9] is a hybrid approach framework. It combines
GPS, accelerometer, and compass to reduce the usage of GPS
in the framework. It can slightly reduce energy drained. EnLoc
[3], a non-GPS localization for mobile phone using only GSM
and Wi-Fi, works well in predicted path and consume only half
amount of energy compared to GPS-usage framework. Both of
them can give an accurate location and consume less energy.
Energy-Efficient Positioning [10] uses Cell-ID sequence
matching technique to estimate current position of the mobile,
although the pair of cell-ID and GPS position is needed. Did
you see Bob? [11] demonstrates that the system can route to
the specific user without using any GPS, or Wi-Fi but with just
audio beacon, encounter record and learning the individual
walking trail. SoundSense [12] shows that sound can be used to
recognize events that occur in users’ daily life.
From many reviews, we found that none of them can be
directly applied for supporting the boat arrival time prediction.
III.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, the components of our system are shown and
each technique for boat arrival time prediction is described in
details.
A. System Overview
Figure 2 shows the major component of our system and
function of each component inside. We divide our system into
3 parts: Mobile, Server and User.
Mobile part: Mobile tasks can be considered as a scouter
for the system. As a scouter, mobile is assigned to seek and
collect all necessary data for the prediction and send it back to
the server. As depicted in Figure 1, data that the mobile has to
collect are Wi-Fi, accelerometer and audio. The only process
on the mobile side is on-boat detection. When the state is
changed to on-boat state, it starts sending the data to the server.
When the state is not on-boat state anymore, it stops sending
the data.
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Fig. 2. System Architecture

Server part: the server does all the hardd work. The entire
processing task is shifted to the server as much
m
as possible to
reduce energy consumption on the mobile sidde. All data is sent
to the server, collected, and then processed to get the arrival
time of the boat. Apart from data that was sent from mobile,
the server needs pre-processing data to be able
a
to process the
arrival time. The pre-processing data is reqquired to pre-store
inside the server and mobile for the future callculation. The data
are Wi-Fi of each pier, travel time between each
e
pier, and pier
sequence. For Wi-Fi at each pier and avverage travel time
between each pier, we have to collect manuallly in advance. For
the pier sequence, it is a static data so we can
c get it from the
boat company's website directly. Then we crreate a database to
store the gathered data after pre-processing them
t
into an easyto-use format.
User part: the user has to send his/her interested
i
pier that
he/she wants to know the arrival time to thhe server. And the
server is going to calculate the predicted arrrival time of any
boat that is going to the interested pier.
After the server gets data from mobile, it begins to check
that the boat direction and the boat type are already known. If
direction or type is not known yet, the serrver tries to detect
with the data recently received. Then thee boat location is
updated according to the recent data. Finallyy, the boat location
is stored in the server with the last updated tim
mestamp.
B. On-Boat Detection
To detect whether the user is on boat or not
n is the first stage
before triggering other detections as show
wn in Figure 2.
Incorrect on-boat detection can lead to system failure since no
data is sent to the server. So to make it woorks correctly, we
need to understand how boat works and hoow passengers act
when they embarks.
Chao Phraya Express Boat normally has
h captain, who
drives the boat, and conductor, who gives a signal when the
boat should stop or leave the pier and colllects fee from the
passengers. The interesting point here is that every time when
the boat is going to stop at a pier or leave from
m a pier, whistle is
blew by the conductor to give a signal to the captain. From our
observation, it is a standard protocol for every boat that the
conductor uses to communicate with the capttain.
For the passenger side, they have to queuue in line and wait
for boat on the pier and when the boat arrivees, they walks into

the boat and stand or sit if theere is a seat available. Based on
our experiment, the time needeed for walking from pier to the
boat or vice versa is 10 secondss or more.
By combining both boat and
a passenger behavior, we can
list specific actions that will notify our system when embarking
is happening. Those specific actions are (1) walking, (2)
sitting or standstill (stop walk), and (3) whistle sound. After we
know the actions, we have to choose
c
to sensors to detect each
action. Walking and stop walking
w
can be detected by
accelerometer. And for whisstle, it is detectable by using
microphone.
The experiment is initiated on our Android mobile phones
as mentioned in the introductionn part. The accelerometer sensor
is used for detecting walking. We record the accelerometer at
rate of 20Hz, 5Hz, and 1Hz. The result shows that 1Hz is
enough to detect the walking action
a
so 1Hz rate is chosen for
recording the accelerometer. Then we record the sound of
conductor's whistle with samppling rate of 8kHz and convert
them from time domain to frequency domain using Fast
Fourier Transform with 256-bblock size. Figure 3 shows the
result of the sound when the whistle
w
can be heard in frequency
domain. We can see peaks arouund 3kHz bands when there is a
whistle sound. Comparing witth no whistle result, there is no
peak at 3kHz.
But enabling audio and accelerometer
a
all the time is
wasteful. It can consume a lott of batteries. the system should
have something to trigger thhem. Since a passenger must
embark at a pier, it means that we should start on-boat
detection when the passengger is at pier. Luckily, we
can certainly detect that the useer is located at pier using Wi-Fi.
Now our system can detect all the action needed for on-boat
detection, but we have to put order for them to make it work
systematically. Figure 4(a) dem
monstrates order of actions for
on-boat detection. The detectioon starts when any pier’s Wi-Fi
is detected. Then the accelerom
meter and the microphone will be
activated to detect walking and
a
whistle, respectively. The
detection will be finished wheen the passenger stops walking
and Wi-Fi is gone since it meaans that the boat departed away
from the pier already.
In contrast with on-boat deteection, the system should stop all
detection when the passengeer leaves the boat. Disembark
detection is introduced. The proocess can be seen in Figure 4(b).
It is a reverse version of on-bboat detection but simpler since
possible action of a passengeer on the boat is very limited.
Specifically, walking on the booat for a while could mean that
the passenger is going to disem
mbark. And pier’s Wi-Fi that is
detected during walking proccess will be considered as the
destination pier for this passengger.

Fig. 3. Comparison between Whistle and
a no whistle using FFT
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Fig. 5. False Detection Scenario

Though Wi-Fi works very well
w for differentiating each pier,
not all piers have the Wi-F
Fi. From our experiment with
Chao Phraya Express Boat, 3 out
o of 24 piers do not have any
Wi-Fi installed. After we inveestigated those piers, we found
that all three piers are in a low
w population area. To overcome
this problem, we alternatively combine
c
the whistle sound with
travel time between each pier to
t estimate which pier it is when
Wi-Fi is not found.

Fig. 4. (a) on-boat detection flow (b) disembark flow

C. Boat-Stop Detection
This detection is the most important partt because its result
will be used in boat-direction detection, boatt classification and
boat arrival time prediction. Though we can use whistle sound
to detect when the boat is stopped, we still neeed to find a pier at
which the boat stopped.
From the sensors that a mobile phone has,
h the candidates
that can be a solution are cellular and Wi-Fi. We experimented
by recording both cellular tower ID and Wi-F
Fi at each pier with
our phones. From the result, comparing eachh pier with cellular
tower ID, some piers have the same cellular tower
t
ID detected.
Furthermore, cellular tower ID for each pier changes
c
from time
to time based on many factors that effect the cellular tower
signal. Such an inconsistency can lead us to a complex system
and will limit the system flexibility. On the other
o
hand, for WiFi, all piers have different Wi-Fi detected. As a result, our
system selects to use Wi-Fi, not cellular.
However, using only Wi-Fi to detect that the boat stops at a
pier can give a false positive result. As show
wn in Figure 5, the
boat just passes “P2” pier without stopping at the pier but the
distance of the boat and the pier is closed ennough to detect the
“P2” pier’s Wi-Fi. This case can lead too a false positive
detection. Therefore, instead of using only Wi-Fi,
W
our system
uses whistle sound as well. When the whistlee sound is detected,
the system will check Wi-Fi results annd mark as the
boat has stopped at the detected pier.

D. Boat-Direction Detection
Direction of the boat is onne of the mandatory information
that system needs to know befoore predicting the arrival time.
To find the direction, the results
r
from boat-stop detection
and on-boat detection are useed. A sequence of two piers is
already enough to tell which dirrection the boat is going.
E. Boat Classification
Alike other transits, the boaat system can have many types.
Chao Phraya Express Boat hass 4 different types of boats, one
local line and three express linnes (separated by flag colors), as
shown in Figure 6. Though thhey sail in the same route along
Chao Phraya River, they stop at some piers differently. This
effects on travel time for each type
t
of boats.
Since the route is the sam
me but the boat-stop piers are
different, we can use a sequuence of the boat-stop piers to
distinguish between each type of boats. Figure 6 demonstrates
the scenario that can distingguish each type of boats. To
perform the boat classificaation, the server maintains a
sequence of boat-stop piers off each type of boats in advance.
When the system detects thatt the boat stops at a pier, the
server will compare the sequeence of the boat-stop piers with
the predefined sequence off each type of boats. If the
classification process is succcessful, the boat type will be
recorded and will not process again
a
for that boat.
F. Boat Arritval Time Predictiion
Before the system can calcculate the arrival time, direction
of the boat is required. And foor a better accuracy, type of the
boat should be known. Howeveer, if the type of the boat has not
been classified yet, the system is still able to predict the arrival
time but with less accuracy.

Fig. 6. How the system classifies each boat type using sequence
s
of stop
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Since boat traffic is good, the travel tim
me of boat is quite
stable which make our system does not needd to use a complex
algorithm to find the arrival time. To calculaate arrival time, the
system uses latest status of every boat detecteed at that time and
the historical travel time between each pier, which
w
already prestore on the server. The server will start calcculating the arrival
time when there is a request. To estimate a boat arrival time,
the system needs to calculate the time of each
e
boat that will
arrive at the requested pier.
Figure 7 depicts an example of calculatting a boat arrival
time in our system. As shown in the figure, the
t system gets the
query for arrival time at “P4” pier and
a
processes as
follows: Firstly, our system lists all boats reccently appeared in
the system, and removes all boats that will not come to “P4”
pier from the list. Then, it calculates the esstimated time that
each boat will arrive at “P4” pier. And finaally, it returns the
result to the user.
The algorithm to estimate the arrival timee of each boat to a
specific pier is defined as follows:
,

where

,

1

Pd
is the dth pier
A(Pd) is the arrival time of the booat to the dth pier
T(n,m) is the time interval that the boat travels from
pier n to pier m
tc
is the current time
tlast stop is the time that the boat stoppped at the latest
pier
IV.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALLUATION

We evaluate our system using Android Phhones, Nexus One,
to collect the Chao Phraya Express Boat datta for 20 trips and
use them to test with our proposed system. This
T section shows
performance evaluation of all detections annd the boat arrival
time prediction in our system.

Fig. 7. Boat arrival time calculation

mance
A. On-Boat Detection Perform
From 20 records that we colllected, we observe that the time
that uses to finish the flow is varied based on the number of
embarking passengers. If thhere are a lot of passengers
embarking, the walking action will take more time, and it will
effect the time that the boatt stops at the pier. From our
experiment, we found that our on-boat detection can take up to
240 seconds to finish the floow when the pier is crowded.
However, this does not effect on the performance of our onboat detection. Our on-boatt detection and disembarking
detection can perfectly detect with
w 100% accuracy. The reason
behind this is because the boaats and the passengers actually
did the actions according to ourr detection flows.
B. Boat-Stop Detection Perforrmance
To evaluate the detection performance, we manually
record at which pier the boat sttops while collecting the data. In
Figure 8, we plot the accuracy,, which our system can detect at
each pier. The overall accuraacy is approximately 90%. The
problem that makes the detection missed is that sometimes the
whistle sound is not loud enouugh and our test devices fail to
detect. And there are three piers that are “Rajinee pier”,
“Kheaw Kai ka pier”, and “Kiak Kai pier”, which accuracy is
lower than others. This is becaause these piers do not have WiFi and the boats usually do nott stop at these piers if there is no
passenger who wants to embaark or disembark. The last two
pier’s results are very poor because their locations are very
close in distance. It makes ourr algorithm, which uses historic
time together with whistle sounnd, not perform well.
C. Boat-Direction Detection Performance
P
Our boat-direction detectioon provides 100% of accuracy
because it is easy to check two consecutive boat-stop piers and
then the direction is decided. There
T
is no false positive in boatstop detection so it can guaranttee that there will be no mistake
in boat-direction detection. Although
A
it is easy to achieve
100% accuracy, the challengge of designing this detection
module is to improve speed of detection. As mentioned earlier,
the direction is a required infformation for boat arrival time
prediction so the faster the dirrection is known, the faster the
arrival time can be predicted.
In case that the passengerr embarks at the first pier, the
direction is known instantly. Otherwise,
O
the time spent for the
boat-direction detection is soolely based on the boat-stop
detection accuracy. To be preccise, it depends on the accuracy

Fig. 8. Boat stop at pier detection accuracy for each pierr
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of detecting the second boat-stop pier. If thee second boat-stop
pier is missed, more time is used to detect thhe direction. Since
the boat-stop detection performance is goodd as shown in the
section IV.B, the boat-direction detectioon can certainly
detected the direction once the second boat-stop pier is
detected.
D. Boat Classification Performance
To classify boat type, a sequence of the boat-stop piers is
needed. And the accuracy of boat classificatiion depends on the
sequence of the boat-stop piers. In our experrimental result, the
accuracy of the boat-stop detection is high,
h
so the boat
classification never misclassifies the boat typpe. Another metric
that should be considered is the time spent for classification.
The boat classification needs more time too process than the
boat-direction detection because it requiires sequence of
multiple boat-stop piers whereas the boat-ddirection detection
requires a sequence of only two boat-stoop piers. Table 1
summarizes the maximum number of piers thhat is needed until
our system can classify the boat type.
E. Boat Arrival Time Prediction Results
When we recorded the data, we also collected
c
the GPS
location for benchmark the arrival time off our system. We
compare our predicted time with the real boat arrival time.
Figure 9 shows that the result is very accuratte. Specifically the
error is less than one minute for the first neext pier. The error
margin is wider according to the distance of the pier. The error
in arrival time is higher in further pier becauuse it accumulates
the error from the piers before. Though, att the fifth pier the
mean error time is still less than 4 minutes.
TABLE 1. MAXIMUM PIER USED FOR CLASSIFIED EACH BOAT TYPE
Boat Type
Maximum
number of piers
used

Orange

Gray

G
Green

Yellow

5

5

4

4

Fig. 9. Mean error in boat arrival time prediction

V. CONC
CLUSION
To the best of our knowleddge, the proposed system in this
paper is the very first boat arrrival time prediction system. To
predict the arrival time, only the sensors in mobile are used. No
additional infrastructure is neeeded on boat or pier. Moreover,
the system does not require users
u
to input anything to their
mobile phones. At the same tim
me, the system does not use GPS,
which consumes high powerr. Instead, the system utilizes
energy-efficient sensors, which is perfect for the boat
environment and can save batteery. Our system, albeit effortless
and energy-efficient, performance is yet comparable with bus
w introduced many years ago.
arrival time prediction, which was
We have done experiment on our
o prototype system with Chao
Phraya Express Boat in Bangkkok, Thailand. The results show
that our system can predict the arrival time accurately.
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